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SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE OVERVIEW

This 216 page outline is intended for early MBE study until the prioritized UBE MASTER outline is released in
mid- to late-December 2017. The SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE is keyed to the 2017 NCBE Subject
Matter outlines and broken down into 169 MBE categories that represent the ABC level items in the 2017
NCBE Subject Matter outlines. For each of the 169 categories, this outline contains the black letter law expected
to be tested on the February 2018 MBE along with rules for every past tested non-OPE NCBE MBE question
(1,200+ rule statements). The black letter law sections of the SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE will tell you
what to expect on the upcoming exam, while the built-in MBE rules will tell you what was tested on the past.
Furthermore, the expected number of MBE questions on the upcoming MBE is reported for each category. This
is about as complete a picture as you can have of the current MBE exam. Since this outline is an excellent
reflection of the current MBE exam, examinees should heavily rely on this outline to guide their MBE study
(meaning if an area is covered in-depth, it is more important for the upcoming MBE than an area that is not
covered in-depth).

According to NCBE, "MBE scores are highly related to total bar exam scores." see
http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2011/800411Testing.pdf. I have likewise found
that if examinees do well on the MBE, they typically pass the exam. Thus, your early study should focus
primarily on the MBE. The purpose of this outline is to familiarize early studiers with the material they can
expect to see tested on the MBE in an efficient way. The MBE tests both past topics and new current topics and
this outline is intended to help you with both. The past MBE topics are reflected in the built-in MBE rules. This
outline contains synopses of the law for each of the 1,200+ released NCBE non-OPE MBE questions (these are
the same questions in Adaptibar/Strategies & Tactics, Barmax, etc.). The SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE
distills the 1,200 pre-OPE MBE questions into rule statements so examinees can get the gist of what was tested
on the older released MBE questions without having to go through the questions. I also created a MBE Rules
MP3 of these 1,200+ rules which is about 5 hours long. This is an excellent alternative method to acquire the
black letter law behind what NCBE has tested in the past in a very efficient way. More so, these rules are
organized by category so you can see the different ways each MBE category has been tested. Furthermore, by
seeing the rules associated with the black letter law, it will make it easier to understand the law (remember,
knowledge is constructed).

Please note that studying these rules is only one part of your overall MBE study. While the law behind past
NCBE questions will give you insight into some of the legal concepts you can expect to see on the upcoming
MBE, they often fail to be representative. For example, in the released NCBE questions, there are only two
questions on Double Jeopardy (1/10 of 1% of the questions). In contrast, Double Jeopardy is tested fairly
frequently on the current MBE (I expect it to represent about 1% of your total MBE score). Basically, the entire
area of Constitutional Protection of Accused Persons is under-represented in the released NCBE questions (it is
just 3% of the 1,600 NCBE questions, but expected to be 7% of your MBE score). To cite another example, the
Rule of Perpetuities (from the Real Property subcategory of Special Problems) represents about 1% of the
released NCBE questions, but on the upcoming exam, I expect this subcategory to be tested substantially less.
Thus, if your MBE study is based only on the law behind the released NCBE MBE questions, you will be under-
prepared for some areas and over-prepared for others. Accordingly, subscribers must study the black-letter law
in the SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE in tandem with these MBE rules because the new current topics are
appropriately reflected in the black letter law sections of the outline. Put simply, the better you understand the
law in this outline, the better you will score on the Feb 2018 MBE and the more likely you will pass the exam.

http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2011/800411Testing.pdf.
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Please note that this outline is NOT the SEPERAC UBE MASTER OUTLINE, but rather, a lite-version of it.
The differences between the two outlines are summarized as follows:

OUTLINE FEATURE

SEPERAC
EARLY MBE

OUTLINE

SEPERAC
UBE MASTER

OUTLINE
Total number of pages 216 495
Keyed to the 2017 NCBE Subject Matter outlines (meaning all
currently tested MBE areas such as the Fair Housing Act, broker’s
commissions, title insurance, zoning/non-conforming uses, etc. are
appropriately covered)

YES YES

Comprehensively covers the seven MBE subjects of Civil Procedure,
Constitutional Law, Contracts, Criminal Law and Procedure, Evidence,
Real Property and Torts (including  tables/charts for visual learners)

YES YES

Reports the expected number of graded MBE questions on the Feb 2018
MBE for each of the 169 MBE categories YES YES

Contains rules for the released NCBE questions from the non-OPE
exams (over 1,200+ built-in MBE Rules sorted by MBE category) YES YES

Contains rules for the released NCBE questions from the OPE exams
(over 400+ built-in MBE Rules sorted by MBE category) NO YES

Covers the seven MEE subjects of Agency & Partnership, Corporations
& LLCs, Conflict of Laws, Family Law, Secured Transactions, Wills,
and Trusts (including tables/charts for visual learners)

NO YES

Contains 25 pages of black letter law per MBE subject that is
proportionally and contextually on point with the upcoming Feb 2018
MBE exam

NO YES

Subjects sorted in priority order (based on how many points each
subject is expected to contribute to your Feb 2018 MBE+MEE score) NO YES

Contains over 1,300+ built-in MEE issues from the last 45 MEE exams
arranged by category for MEE issue-spotting and MBE review NO YES

The outline is downloadable in WORD format to enable examinees to
edit and modify it (add notes/comments/change fonts/etc.) and the
watermark security on each page has been removed

NO YES

Contains priorities for each MEE category based on statistical analysis
(see http://seperac.com/analysis.php) which enables examinees limited
in time to ignore the low priority topics

NO YES

Contains study recommendation for the 358 MBE/MEE categories (e.g
1x week, 2x week, 1x month, etc.) based on how much each category is
expected to contribute to your February 2018 MBE/MEE score

NO YES

Contains 250+ hypotheticals of MBE issues that are relevant to the
upcoming February 2018 MBE exam NO YES

Contains 1,000+ parenthetical short explanations of the black letter law
(the flesh on the bones, so to speak) NO YES

Contains 250+ yellow-highlighted sections identifying the topics/areas I
expect to be tested on the MBE and MEE sections of the upcoming
February 2018 UBE exam.

NO YES

Contains built-in hyperlinks and access to the MEE Topic Summaries
document to enable quick review of written summaries of each
category/topic previously tested on the MEE

NO YES

Contains built-in hyperlinks and access to the MEE Released Answer
Compilation to enable quick review of the released MEE questions and
answers associated with each MEE issue

NO YES
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HOW TO USE THE SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE
Each of the 169 categories in this outline are ordered based on the ABC level of the 2017 NCBE Subject Matter
outlines. Each of the 169 categories has a heading that appears as follows:

ConLaw: Cat II: Sep of Powers (A. The powers of Congress) – MBE: 1-2 Qs

The prefix tells you the Subject (e.g. ConLaw), the NCBE Category (e.g. Cat II: Sep of Powers), and the
NCBE ABC level (e.g. A. The powers of Congress). The next part of the heading tells you how many graded
MBE questions (out of 175 graded MBE questions) you can expect to see on the MBE exam from this category.
For example, MBE: 1-2 Qs means that the category of Constitutional Law Separation of Powers should
represent between 1- 2 of the 175 graded  questions on the upcoming Feb 2018 MBE.

After each category, I outline what I regard as the relevant black letter law to cover the majority of what you can
expect to see tested on the MBE along with any rules I wrote based on the released NCBE non-OPE MBE
questions. Each MBE rule section appears as follows:

Seperac Rules for NCBE MBE Issues Tested on Sep of Powers – The powers of Congress

Underneath this heading is a box containing a rule I wrote for every released NCBE non-OPE question (from the
1991, 1992, 1998 NCBE question books/exams along with the 2015 and 2017 NCBE information books). Each
rule has a rule number prefix that can be used to follow along if you are listening to MP3s of the rules. At the
end of each rule is a parenthetical suffix to tell you from which exam/question the rule is based on.

POST-EXAM
There is a post-exam questionnaire for subscribers:
http://seperac.com/postexamform.php

If you take the exam and think you may not have passed, filling out this form immediately after you take the
exam (while the information is still fresh in your mind) can help you later. For example, using this information, I
track the key details of your attempt, so if you later find that you failed the exam, I will try to match your
responses/statistics to whoever previously submitted the most comparable details (and later passed) to give you
their advice on what worked for them. This input from examinees also gives me a better understanding of the
effectiveness of my materials (such as this outline) along with information on the exam itself.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
This SEPERAC EARLY MBE OUTLINE is a copyrighted work intended for personal use only and may not be
reproduced or distributed in any way. Accordingly, you may not share, sell, reproduce, duplicate, download,
transmit, trade, or broadcast any of the information or material from this document without the express written
consent of Seperac Bar Review LLC. Please also note there are insignificant errors within the materials to
identify unauthorized use or reproduction.

http://seperac.com/postexamform.php
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CATEGORY BREAKDOWNS FOR THE 175 GRADED MBE QUESTIONS

CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (A. Federal SMJ) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 1
CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (B. Personal jurisdiction) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 3
CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (C. Service of process and notice) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 4
CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (D. Venue/Forum non conveniens/Transfer) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 5
CivPro: Cat II: Laws Fed Cts (A. State law in federal court) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 6
CivPro: Cat II: Laws Fed Cts (B. Federal common law) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 7
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (A. Preliminary injunctions/TROs) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 8
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (B. Pleadings & amended & supplemental) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 9
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (C. Rule 11) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 10
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (D. Joinder of parties and claims) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 10
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (E. Discovery/disclosure/sanctions) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 12
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (F. Adjudication without a trial) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 13
CivPro: Cat III: Pretrial Proc (G. Pretrial conference and order) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 14
CivPro: Cat IV: Jury Trials (A. Right to jury trial) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 14
CivPro: Cat IV: Jury Trials (B. Selection and composition of juries) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 14
CivPro: Cat IV: Jury Trials (C. Requests for/objections to jury instructs) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 15
CivPro: Cat V: Motions (A. Pretrial motions) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 16
CivPro: Cat V: Motions (B. Motions for JMOV) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 19
CivPro: Cat V: Motions (C. Post-trial motions) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 20
CivPro: Cat VI: Verdicts/Jmts (A. Defaults and involuntary dismissals) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 21
CivPro: Cat VI: Verdicts/Jmts (B. Jury verdicts—types and challenges) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 21
CivPro: Cat VI: Verdicts/Jmts (C. Judicial findings and conclusions) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 22
CivPro: Cat VI: Verdicts/Jmts (D. Claim and issue preclusion) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 22
CivPro: Cat VII: Appeal/Review (A. Availability of interlocutory review) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 24
CivPro: Cat VII: Appeal/Review (B. Final judgment rule) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 24
CivPro: Cat VII: Appeal/Review (C. Scope of review for judge and jury) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 24
ConLaw: Cat I: Judicial Review (A. State/Fed courts in fed system) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 26
ConLaw: Cat I: Judicial Review (B. Jurisdiction) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 26
ConLaw: Cat I: Judicial Review (C. Judicial review in operation) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 28
ConLaw: Cat II: Sep of Powers (A. The powers of Congress) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 30
ConLaw: Cat II: Sep of Powers (B. The powers of the president) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 32
ConLaw: Cat II: Sep of Powers (C. Federal interbranch relationships) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 34
ConLaw: Cat III: Fed Nation vs States (A. Intergovernmental immunities) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 35
ConLaw: Cat III: Fed Nation vs States (B. Federalism based limits on state authority) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 37
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (A. State action) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 39
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (B. Due process) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 40
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (C. Equal protection) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 42
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (D. Takings) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 45
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (E. Other protections) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 46
ConLaw: Cat IV: Individual Rights (F. First Amendment freedoms) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 47
Contracts: Cat I: Formation of Ks (A. Mutual assent) – MBE: 2-3 Qs 54
Contracts: Cat I: Formation of Ks (B. Consideration) – MBE: 2-3 Qs 59
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (A. Incapacity to contract) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 62
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (B. Duress) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 62
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (C. Undue influence) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 62
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (D. Mistake, misunderstanding) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 63
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (E. Fraud/Misrepresentation/Nondisclosure) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 63
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (F. Illegality/Unconscionability/Public policy) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 63
Contracts: Cat II: Defenses to Ks (G. Statute of frauds) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 64
Contracts: Cat III: Parol Evid/Interp (A. Parol evidence) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 66
Contracts: Cat III: Parol Evid/Interp (B. Interpretation) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 67
Contracts: Cat IV: Perf/Breach/Discharge (A. Conditions) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 68
Contracts: Cat IV: Perf/Breach/Discharge (B. Impracticability & frustration of purpose) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 70
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Contracts: Cat IV: Perf/Breach/Discharge (C. Discharge of contractual duties) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 71
Contracts: Cat IV: Perf/Breach/Discharge (D. Warranties in goods contracts) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 72
Contracts: Cat IV: Perf/Breach/Discharge (E. Substantial/partial breach & Anticip repud) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 72
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (A. Breach damages/Expectation interest) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 75
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (B. Consequential damages) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 77
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (C. Liquidated damages and penalties) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 78
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (D. Avoidable consequences/damage mitigation) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 79
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (E. Rescission and reformation) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 79
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (F. Specific perf & injunctions) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 79
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (G. Restitutionary & reliance recoveries) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 80
Contracts: Cat V: Remedies (H. Rights of breaching parties) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 81
Contracts: Cat VI: 3rd Party Rights (A. Third-party beneficiaries) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 81
Contracts: Cat VI: 3rd Party Rights (B. Assignment of rights/Delegation of duties) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 83
CrimLaw: Cat I: Homicide (A. Intended killings) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 86
CrimLaw: Cat I: Homicide (B. Unintended killings) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 87
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (A. Theft and receiving stolen goods) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 89
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (B. Robbery) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 91
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (C. Burglary) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 92
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (D. Assault and battery) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 92
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (E. Rape; statutory rape) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 93
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (F. Kidnapping) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 94
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (G. Arson) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 94
CrimLaw: Cat II: Other Crimes (H. Possession offenses) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 94
CrimLaw: Cat III: Inchoate Crime/Parties (A. Inchoate offenses) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 95
CrimLaw: Cat III: Inchoate Crime/Parties (B. Parties to crime) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 97
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (A. Acts and omissions) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 98
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (B. State of mind) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 99
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (C. Responsibility) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 100
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (D. Causation) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 102
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (E. Justification and excuse) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 102
CrimLaw: Cat IV: General Principles (F. Jurisdiction) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 104
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (A. Arrest, search & seizure) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 104
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (B. Confessions/Self-incrimination privilege) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 108
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (C. Lineups & other forms of identification) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 111
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (D. Right to counsel) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 112
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (E. Fair trial and guilty pleas) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 112
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (F. Double jeopardy) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 115
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (G. Cruel and unusual punishment) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 116
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (H. Burdens of proof and persuasion) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 116
CrimLaw: Cat V: Const Protections of Ds (I. Appeal and error) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 117
Evidence: Cat I: Evidence Presentation (A. Introduction of evidence) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 118
Evidence: Cat I: Evidence Presentation (B. Presumptions) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 120
Evidence: Cat I: Evidence Presentation (C. Mode and order) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 121
Evidence: Cat I: Evidence Presentation (D. Impeachment/Contradiction/Rehabilitation) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 122
Evidence: Cat I: Evidence Presentation (E. Proceedings to which evidence rules apply) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 125
Evidence: Cat II: Relevancy & Excl Evid (A. Probative value) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 125
Evidence: Cat II: Relevancy & Excl Evid (B. Authentication and identification) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 127
Evidence: Cat II: Relevancy & Excl Evid (C. Character and related concepts) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 128
Evidence: Cat II: Relevancy & Excl Evid (D. Expert testimony) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 131
Evidence: Cat II: Relevancy & Excl Evid (E. Real/Demonstrative/Experimental evidence) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 133
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (A. Spousal immunity & Marital communications) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 133
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (B. Attorney-client and work product) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 134
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (C. Physician/psychotherapist-patient) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 136
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (D. Other privileges) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 136
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (E. Insurance coverage) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 137
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (F. Remedial measures) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 137
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Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (G. Compromise/Pmt of medical exp/Plea neg) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 138
Evidence: Cat III: Privileges/Exclusions (H. Past sexual conduct of victim) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 138
Evidence: Cat IV: Writings Recs & Photos (A. Requirement of original) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 138
Evidence: Cat IV: Writings Recs & Photos (B. Summaries) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 139
Evidence: Cat IV: Writings Recs & Photos (C. Completeness rule) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 140
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (A. Definition of hearsay) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 140
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (B. Present sense imp & Excited utterance) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 142
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (C. Stmts of mental & physical condition) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 143
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (D. Statements for medical diagnosis) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 143
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (E. Past recollection recorded) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 143
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (F. Business records) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 144
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (G. Public records and reports) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 144
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (H. Learned treatises) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 145
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (I.  Former testimony/Depositions ) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 145
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (J. Statements against interest) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 146
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (K. Other hearsay exceptions) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 146
Evidence: Cat V: Hearsay & Admissibility (L. Right to confront witnesses) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 147
Property: Cat I: Ownership (A. Present estates & future interests) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 148
Property: Cat I: Ownership (B. Cotenancy) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 151
Property: Cat I: Ownership (C. The law of landlord and tenant) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 154
Property: Cat I: Ownership (D. Special problems) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 157
Property: Cat II: Rights in land (A. Covenants at law and in equity) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 159
Property: Cat II: Rights in land (B. Easements, profits, and licenses) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 162
Property: Cat II: Rights in land (C. Fixtures) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 164
Property: Cat II: Rights in land (D. Zoning fundamentals) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 165
Property: Cat III: Contracts (A. Real estate brokerage) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 166
Property: Cat III: Contracts (B. Creation and construction) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 167
Property: Cat III: Contracts (C. Marketability of title) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 168
Property: Cat III: Contracts (D. Equitable conversion/Risk of loss) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 169
Property: Cat III: Contracts (E. Options and rights of first refusal) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 170
Property: Cat III: Contracts (F. Fitness and suitability) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 171
Property: Cat III: Contracts (G. Merger) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 171
Property: Cat IV: Mortgages (A. Types of security devices) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 171
Property: Cat IV: Mortgages (B. Some security relationships) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 173
Property: Cat IV: Mortgages (C. Transfers) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 174
Property: Cat IV: Mortgages (D. Discharge) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 175
Property: Cat IV: Mortgages (E. Foreclosure) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 176
Property: Cat V: Titles (A. Adverse possession) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 177
Property: Cat V: Titles (B. Transfer by deed) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 178
Property: Cat V: Titles (C. Transfer by operation of law & by will) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 180
Property: Cat V: Titles (D. Title assurance systems) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 181
Property: Cat V: Titles (E. Title insurance) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 183
Property: Cat V: Titles (F. Special title problems) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 183
Torts: Cat I: Intentional torts (A. Harms to persons/property) – MBE: 2-3 Qs 185
Torts: Cat I: Intentional torts (B. Defenses to claims for physical harms) – MBE: 2-3 Qs 189
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (A. The duty question) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 191
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (B. The standard of care) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 194
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (C. Res ipsa loquitur) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 197
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (D. Problems relating to causation) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 198
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (E. Limitations on liability) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 199
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (F. Liability for acts of others) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 203
Torts: Cat II: Negligence (G. Defenses) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 204
Torts: Cat III: Strict/Prod Liability (A. Common law strict liability) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 206
Torts: Cat III: Strict/Prod Liability (B. Defenses to strict liability) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 208
Torts: Cat III: Strict/Prod Liability (C. Claims against manufacturers) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 208
Torts: Cat III: Strict/Prod Liability (D. Defenses to claims) – MBE: 1-2 Qs 210
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Torts: Cat V: Other Torts (A. Claims based on nuisance, and defenses) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 211
Torts: Cat V: Other Torts (B. Defamation/Privacy & Defenses) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 212
Torts: Cat V: Other Torts (C. Misrepresentations & defenses) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 215
Torts: Cat V: Other Torts (D. Interference w/ business relations) – MBE: 0-1 Qs 216
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CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (A. Federal SMJ) – MBE: 1-2 Qs
1. Overview

a. Jurisdiction – the power of a court to adjudicate particular types of claims
b. To initiate a lawsuit against a defendant, there must be (1) subject matter jurisdiction (SMJ); (2) personal jurisdiction

(PJ); and (3) service of process/notice.
(i) Any person (including the court) can raise challenges to SMJ at any time (if a case is improperly brought before the

court, it is being heard in violation of the Constitution and can be dismissed at any time, even on appeal).
(ii) Even if fed court makes a mistaken judgment on SMJ or a party fails to challenge SMJ, it does not waive the

inquiry.
c. Fed courts are courts of limited jurisdiction and can entertain only certain types of suits – the 2 main types of fed court

cases: (1) Fed question; OR (2) Diversity (including alienage)
2. Federal Question (FQ)  – Art III permits fed cts to hear all cases arising under laws of the US Constitution

a. If a claim turns on a substantial question of federal law than subject matter jurisdiction exists
(i) Complaint must show a substantial federal right or interest – citizenship is irrelevant, & there’s NO amount in

controversy requirement because P is alleging a fed right
(ii) Well-pleaded complaint rule – the federal question must be asserted in the complaint – ask whether P is enforcing a

fed right. D’s claims in answer or counterclaim are irrelevant.
b. BUT if the federal law in question does not provide a remedy and was not intended to provide a claim, then no FQ jux
c. Some FQ cases have exclusive fed jurisdiction
d. If state law creates a cause of action, fed court can still exercise FQ jux if the complaint raises a real and substantial issue

of fed law & the outcome necessarily depends on resolving this fed issue.
3. Diversity – Amount in controversy must exceed 75K, AND the action must be between (i) citizens of different state, OR (ii)

a citizen of a state & a citizen or subject of a foreign country (“alien”)
a. Complete diversity rule – there is no diversity of citizenship if any P is a citizen of the same state as any D (though,

there can be co-Ps or co-Ds from the same state)
(a) Test for diversity when the case is filed – subsequent change in a party’s citizenship is irrelevant

b. Individuals – citizen if domiciled in a state, which is established by 2 concurrent factors:
(i) Presence in state at some point WITH
(ii) Intent (subjective) to make it a permanent or fixed home

(a) NOTE – an alien admitted to the US for permanent residence is treated as a citizen of the state in which he is
domiciled

(b) An American domiciled in France is not a citizen of a U.S. state (because not domiciled)
(c) Determining domicile is primarily a finding of fact, which means it can be reversed on appeal if it is clearly

erroneous.
c. Corporations – citizenship equals: (i) all states where incorporated, AND (ii) the one state where the company has its

principal place of business (PPB) (corporation, unlike a natural person, can be a citizen of more than one state at a time)
(i) PPB is determined in 2 ways – (i) nerve center (headquarters – where decisions are made) & (ii) muscle center

(major production or service activity)
(ii) Generally, courts consider nerve center as the PPB

d. Unincorporated associations – look to the citizenship/domicile of all members (for partnerships, that includes general &
limited partners; so a partnership can be a citizen of all 50 states), so if any partner lives in the same state as the other
party, diversity is defeated
(i) NOTE – LLC treated as unincorporated association so LLC is citizen of all states its members are citizens

e. Decedents, minors, & incompetents – look to their citizenship, NOT the citizenship of their representative
(i) the legal representative is deemed to be a citizen only of the same state as the decedent/infant/incompetent
(ii) You can’t create diversity by appointing a representative who has a different citizenship than the

decedent/infant/incompetent
4. Amount in controversy

a. Good faith allegation that the claim in the complaint exceeds 75K – unless it is “clear to a legal certainty” that P cannot
recover more than 75K

– NOTE: if P ultimately recovers less than 75K, jurisdiction is OK, but he may be liable for costs
b. Aggregation – Allowed where P must add 2 or more claims to meet the amount in controversy requirement; as long as

there’s 1 P & 1D, P can combine the claims, even if they’re totally unrelated, BUT NOT allowed when two or more P’s
have two claims against two or more D’s.

c. Valuing injunctions – there is a split of authority (argue in both ways)
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(i) Majority view (P’s viewpoint) – does the encroachment hurt P by more than 75K?
(ii) Minority view (D’s viewpoint) – would it cost D more than 75K to comply w/the injunction?

5. Exclusions – even if diversity of citizenship is met, fed courts will NOT hear cases involving:
a. Issuance of a divorce; alimony or child custody decrees; probate a decedent’s estate
– EXCEPT: Fed courts have jux to entertain suits in favor of claimants against a decedent's estate to establish their

claims, so long as the fed court does not interfere with the probate proceedings
b. Collusion – no subject matter jurisdiction when diversity “has been improperly or collusively made or joined to invoke

jurisdiction” (watch for an assignment to create diversity)
6. Supplemental Jurisdiction:

a. For every single claim joined in fed court, must have its own basis of subject matter jurisdiction
(i) Always ask whether a claim is supported by diversity/alienage OR FQ jurisdiction –
(ii) If not, try supplemental jurisdiction

b. Allows fed court to entertain claims over which it would have no independent basis – must have at least ONE claim that
satisfies diversity/alienage or FQ, so the case is in fed court:
(i) Claims must arise from a common nucleus of operative fact
– EXAMPLE: A cross-claim that arises out of the same transaction/occurrence may be asserted by one D against

another D without regard to the amt in controversy or citizenship of the parties to the cross-claim as long as the court
has SMJ.

(ii) In diversity actions, if one P satisfies the 75k amt in controversy, ct may exercise supplemental jurisdiction over
related claims by other Ps, even if those claims are for less than 75k

(iii) Court’s discretion – even if the supplemental jurisdiction requirements are satisfied, the court has discretion NOT to
hear the supplemental claim if:
(a) FQ is dismissed early in the proceedings (usually before trial); OR
(b) State law claim is complex or state law issues would predominate

c. Two Types of Supplemental Jux
(i) “Pendent” – claims joined by P ONLY in a FQ case (do not care if a different party is involved)
(ii) “Ancillary” – claims joined by Anyone BUT Plaintiff in any kind of case (diversity or FQ)

7. Removal – One-Way Street – D can only remove a pending state court action to federal court
a. Allows Ds ONLY to have case, first filed in state court, to “remove” to the fed court embracing the state ct where

originally filed to the fed court embracing the state ct where originally filed
(i) If case originates in fed court, there is no ability for D to remove case from fed ct to state ct.

b. General test – case is removable if there’s fed subject matter jurisdiction (diversity and FQ jux)
(i) Unanimity of Ds: If multiple Ds, all Ds must agree to remove, BUT a single D can remove if there is a separate and

independent federal claim against the D.
(ii) P CANNOT REMOVE even if D counterclaims against P (making P the D on the counterclaim)

c. Special rules for diversity cases ONLY (not FQ cases)
(i) NO removal if any D is citizen of the forum where P brings the case
(ii) NO removal more than 1 year after case has been filed in state court

d. Timing – must remove within 30 days of service of process of the first removable pleading, OR D can file notice of
removal within 30 days of service of an amended pleading, motion, order, or other court paper that shows that a non-
removable case is in fact removable

e. Procedure – Removal petition is typically filed before D files either an answer to the complaint or motion to dismiss. D
must file notice of removal (it’s not a motion) in fed court, setting forth grounds of removal; sign it (Rule 11); attach all
docs served on D in the state action & copy to all adverse parties.
(i) Answer – if no answer was filed by D prior to petition for removal, D must answer within the longest of: (i) 21 days

after receiving initial pleading; (ii) 21 days after service of initial pleading; or (iii)  7 days after notice of removal is
filed.

(ii) If removal is improper – P must move to remand to state court; within 30 days if based on a defect other than
subject matter jurisdiction (FQ never waived).

(iii) Court must remand anytime it finds there is no fed jurisdiction
f. Waiving the right to remove:

(i) D who files a permissive counterclaim in state court probably waives the right to remove
(ii) D who files a compulsory counterclaim in state court probably does NOT waive the right to remove

Seperac Rules for NCBE MBE Issues Tested on Jurisdiction – Federal SMJ

• Rule 0006: The U.S. Supreme Court can review a state court judgment only if it rested on federal grounds – there is no
Supreme Court review if the federal issue doesn’t affect the outcome (e.g. if the highest state court rules under both state and
federal law, the Supreme Court can’t review the federal claim because the issue has been decided on adequate and
independent state grounds). (IB17-6)
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Seperac Rules for NCBE MBE Issues Tested on Other Torts – Misrepresentations & defenses

• Rule 0801: A person is only liable for intentional misrepresentation if he makes a misrepresentation with the knowledge the
statement is false and with the intent to induce the plaintiff’s reliance on the misrepresentation. (92)
• Rule 1062: In a claim based on deceit, statements of the defendant that are mere opinion or “puffery” are not actionable. (92)
• Rule 1351: Intentional misrepresentation (i.e. fraud or deceit) is a misrepresentation of a knowingly false material fact with
the intent to induce reliance by the plaintiff (e.g. someone lied to you with the goal of cheating you, and you fell for it and was
cheated). (91)
• Rule 1464: An action for negligent misrepresentation is confined to misrepresentations made in a commercial setting, and
liability will attach only if reliance by the particular plaintiff could be contemplated. (91)
• Rule 1504: Failure to disclose a material fact does not give rise to deceit, except for parties in a confidential or fiduciary
relationship who have a duty to disclose all material facts to avoid deceit (e.g. a bank and a depositor). (91)

Torts: Cat V: Other Torts (D. Interference w/ business relations) – MBE: 0-1 Qs
1. Definition – interference with contract or prospective economic advantage. Four requirements:

a. Existence of a valid contractual relationship between P and a 3rd party or a valid business expectancy of P;
b. D's knowledge of the relationship or expectancy;
c. Intentional interference by D that induces a breach or termination of the relationship or expectancy (negligent

interference not enough); AND
d. Damage to P – must prove actual damage from the interference (may recover for mental distress or punitive damages)

2. Defenses
a. Tortfeasor's conduct may be privileged if it is a proper attempt to obtain business or protect its interests (must have

justifiable purpose and use warranted means to accomplish the purpose).
b. D’s is also privileged to interfere when:

(i) giving truthful information within the scope of a request;
(ii) the K violates public policy;
(iii) D is disinterested and only seeks to protect an obligor; OR
(iv) if a fiduciary encourages D to breach (b/c fiduciary is not acting for personal economic advantage).


